
Topic planning including English Tasks for the topic of Journeys (week beginning June 1st) 

 

Our topic for this half term is Journeys.  We will be learning about journeys over land, through the air and into space!  There will be all sorts of fun 

activities to do covering all of the different curriculum areas.  This week there is a history focus as the children learn about George Stephenson, an 

important local historical figure.  The work that the children do in English often comes from their topic work to so those tasks are included in this 

planning too.  Anything in bold text is a document saved separately on the website but you don’t necessarily have to print it off as we realise that not 

everybody is able to do so.  Instead you could view the sheet on screen but then record in a notebook, on paper or in any other way that you are able to.  

You can move some of the lessons around but others must follow in sequence.       

English Read Stickman by Julia Donaldson and find out about his journey.  Write a book review to tell other children about the book.  If you don’t have 

a copy of the book then watch it on You Tube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3lCfKhsOsY  or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFhJrLVu3T0.  

History  Who was George Stephenson?  Read Slides 1—10 of the George Stephenson PowerPoint and learn about the life of George Stephenson.  Who 

was he?  Why is he famous?  Talk about the timeline of his life.  Have a go at making a timeline of your own about his life.  Write dates and 

events from his life on paper or post it notes and put them in the correct order.  Complete the George Stephenson word search.   

English Using what you have learnt in the PowerPoint complete the writing in the Facts about George Stephenson sheet.  What interesting fact will 

you choose?    

History Read Slides 11—14 the George Stephenson PowerPoint and imagine being alive when railways and steam trains were first invented.  Find out the 

different opinions people had about of the railways.  Spend lots of time talking about the good things and the bad things about railways.  Watch 

the video of steam trains on You Tube (link on slide 13).  Find out how steam trains changed people’s lives.  Finish the PowerPoint looking at 

trains through time (slides 15-17). 

English Pretend you were alive in 1830 and were going to ride on the first steam train.  How would you be feeling?  What would you see on your journey?  

Use the My first steam train ride sheet and write about it.  Remember to use full stops and capital letters.  Think of all of the adjectives you 

could use to describe what you see and hear and also how you feel.  It is tricky to write as if you are doing something that you haven’t done so 

you’ll have to use your imagination.       

History Look at this website and find out more about George Stephenson’s Rocket.  https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/transport/history-trains/steam-locomotives/   

Find out how steam trains work using the information given in the website.  Also look at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wL1W_9U9JI  The coal 

fire means the water turns into steam, which pushes the piston.  The piston pushes the metal rods and the metal rods push the wheels.  Draw 

pictures to match the text on How a steam engine works. 

English Use the Rocket sentence writing sheet to write about what you have learned about the Rocket.  Remember to use capital letters, full stops 

and any other punctuation you have been taught to use.  Think carefully about your spelling of words that you should know.  Is your handwriting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wL1W_9U9JI
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the neatest it can be?  Carefully choose adjectives to describe the Rocket.         

Science Steam trains move by turning water into steam.  The steam has more volume that the water which is why it makes the piston move.  Have the 

children all seen steam?  If not then show them by boiling a kettle. Discuss the temperature at which water turns to steam which is 100˚C.  

Talk about the temperature that water turns into ice which is 0˚C.  If I hold an ice cube in my hand what do you think will happen?  Have some 

fun exploring melting and freezing things!  You could try investigating whether an ice cube melts more quickly on its own on plate, wrapped up in 

cotton wool or something similar on the same plate or on its own in a bowl of cold water.  Ask what your child thinks will happen and then see if 

they are correct.  This video can also help https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc-TCoSXd4c but if you use it please stress that we use ˚C rather 

than ˚F as both are shown on the video.  Complete the water, steam and ice activity.   

English Read the poem Steam Train Trip by Michael Rosen.  Do any of the words rhyme?  Do any of the words sound like a train? Practise saying the 

poem over and over until you have learnt it.  Ask someone to video you saying the poem.  Send it to your family or your friend.   

Use the poem handwriting sheet to write the poem out in your neatest handwriting.  Remember to form your letters correctly.  There is a 

letter formation sheet for you to use if you are not sure how to form a particular letter.   

PE It’s important that we go out every day to exercise.  When you are out on your walk have some fun.  Can you move in different ways? Try 

skipping, jumping, hopping, tiptoeing, marching etc. Travel slowly, travel quickly.  Can you make big strides?   

Play in your garden or yard.  Find a ball.  Try bouncing it off the ground and hitting it like you would in basketball.  Try throwing the ball to 

someone and then catching it when they throw it back.  Try doing a chest pass at the wall and catching the ball.  Set up an obstacle course in 

the garden and dribble the ball around it.  Have fun! 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc-TCoSXd4c

